Subject: NFRC – Technical Bulletin 2015-10 (Information Only)

This bulletin is a notification of revised NFRC 303 and 304 documents and a new technical interpretation added to the NFRC Technical Interpretations Manual to be used immediately.

Item 1: **NFRC 303-2014_E0A0**

The NFRC Executive Committee has approved the revisions to NFRC 303. This document has been completely revised and is now a user's guide for the process to submit laminate interlayers for NFRC approval and use in OPTICS. The language in the original NFRC 303 document that outlined the steps for simulators to build a new laminate in OPTICS is published in the NFRC Simulation Manual. The NFRC 303 and NFRC Simulation Manual can be found on the Technical Documents page on the NFRC website.

Item 2: **NFRC 304-2014_E0A0**

The NFRC Executive Committee has approved the revisions to NFRC 304. This document has been completely revised and is now a user's guide for the process to submit applied films for NFRC approval and use in OPTICS. The language in the original NFRC 304 document that outlined the steps for simulators to apply a film to a glass substrate in OPTICS is published in the NFRC Simulation Manual. The NFRC 304 and NFRC Simulation Manual can be found on the Technical Documents page on the NFRC website.

Item 3: **TI-2015-05 NFRC 203 Tilt Angle of TDDs**

TIPC approved TIR-2015-07 as TI-2015-05 on October 13, 2015. This TI clarifies the definition of Tilt Angle when testing TDDs/HTDDs for annual visible transmittance. The TI can be found in the 2010 TI Manual (E1A20), posted on the Technical Documents page on the NFRC website, and may be used immediately.

If you have any questions concerning the information in this *NFRC Technical Bulletin*, please contact **Dennis Anderson** at 240-821-9514 or **Scott Hanlon** at 240-821-9519.

NFRC is the recognized leader in energy performance rating and certification programs for fenestration products. Visit **NFRC News Now** for the latest fenestration-related information.

Make sure NFRC is on your Approved Sender's list to continue receiving bulletins, billings.